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Original Event
Dates

 
March 26, 2020 
 

1:00pm -3:00pm
Community Round table
(Sharing space for ideas 
concerning community 
engagement in the Arts)

 

March 27, 2020
 

1:00pm -3:00pm
Best Practices / Tool-Kit
Building Workshop

Location: 
Online - Bluejeans

A Collaboration
Between...
 

Jane Walker

Melissa Tremblett

Melissa Tremblett is a visual artist of Innu and English
heritage from the community of Sheshatshiu,
Labrador. She works with installation, performance,
and photography, as well as traditional techniques
of doll making and beading to explore identity,
community and transmission of knowledge.

Jane Walker is an artist and arts organizer based in
Bonavista, NL. Her work has been exhibited in
Canada, the UK, Ireland, and Singapore, and she has
published reviews and essays in Canadian Art, Art
North Magazine, and Visual Arts News. Walker is the
Director and Co-founder of Union House Arts, a new
artist-run-centre in Port Union, NL 



Sally Wolchyn-Raab

Andrew Testa

Robyn Anderson

Robyn Anderson is an artist from Corner Brook, NL. After
her undergraduate studies in Corner Brook and Harlow,
England, she received a master's degree in Studio Art in
2016 from University of Saskatchewan. She recently
returned to Newfoundland, where she works as the print
technician at Grenfell Campus of Memorial University
while pursuing her art practice.

Wolchyn-Raab is a Jewish-American interdisciplinary artist,
critical writer and Artist Run Centre nerd. She resides in
K'jipuktuk (Halifax) where she works as the Artistic
Director of Eyelevel Artist Run Centre & Bookstore, is the
President of Atlantis Association
of Artist Run Centres from the Atlantic, and sits of the
Editorial Committee for Visual Arts News. Her work
centres community-based and intersectional feminist
approaches to science, body, and space.

What We Thought
Through 
 

What do community engagement opportunities in

the arts look like?

How do we respectfully create mutual and

nurturing opportunity for community engagement

(particularly in rural spaces)?

What does it mean to have accessible and inclusive

community based initiatives and how do such

events promote opportunities of artistic excellence,

collaboration, creativity, etc.?

How do you develop the tools for sustainable and

impactful community engagement opportunities

in the arts?

What does community engagement look like look

like in a time of social distancing and isolation?

 

 

   

 

Andrew Testa is an artist, writer, and educator working
through prints, drawings, books, words, and installations.
His artworks explore the residue of conversations with
the other-than-human things he encounters in daily
rituals of walking, looking, and listening. Testa is currently
a Visiting Assistant Professor in printmaking at Grenfell
Campus, Memorial University of Newfoundland.



The following headings, questions, and responses

are a ‘best attempt’ of organizing the two-day

discussion from Thursday March 26th and Friday

March 27th in 2020. We acknowledge the fluidity

and overlap in our reflections and responses and

also understand that many of these questions

may not have concrete answers. We thank

everyone for participating and discussing with us.

Conversations,
Reflections and
Responses

What is community (is it place/ geographic, is it a

collection of individuals, is it conceptual)?

Is community predetermined? Is it created?

How do we build communities? What are the

barriers? What are the opportunities?

How do we build trust in communities? How do

we create opportunities to make time for building

trust/connections? How does this change when

visiting communities for short periods of time?

How is it the same?

How do we become a part of a community?

What does it mean to collaborate/co-create with

others?

How can we/you foster sustainable and mutual

community based arts initiatives?

Who are the collaborators, participants, and

viewers in community engaged art

practices/events?

What is Community?

      Community can be defined by a number of

different parameters and will look different in every

context. Community, in its fundamental format, can

be described as a feeling of belonging and support. In

our conversation we spoke about community in terms

of audience, structures of a neighbourhood, spaces of

gathering, organization members, artists or folks with

shared identity or interests, etc. 



As the conversation evolved, and we questioned

what “community engagement” really is. We talked

about communities in terms of collaborators on

artistic projects—folks that are perhaps outside of our

own community—for instance, how we create bridges

from one community (i.e. artists) to another (i.e.

quilters/craft groups, residents of a small town,

equity-seeking people, etc.)? Community is then

more phenomenological than it is conceptual.

Community is not a given and it is not static.

Community is a living thing that is strong only when

it is collectively cared for. Community is built in the

same way that relationships in general are built, in an

ongoing manner, with a need to be nurtured and

maintained.  

        When thinking through the barriers that arise in

community building we must reflect upon:

transparency, communication, finding common

ground, and collaborative leadership. Barriers to

building community are so varied and must be

considered under those specific contexts. In Port

Union, for example, building community around

Union House Arts (UHA) requires people to

understand what UHA does and offers in terms of

community support. A barrier UHA naturally faces is

building a local understanding of what they are

trying to do and creating open dialogue. In

overcoming the barrier of outreach UHA opens up an

opportunity for their vision to become more

collaborative to better serve the region and growing

community. 

        To develop a sense of community, trust building

is key! It starts with showing up! In our discussion, we

talked about how showing up and making yourself

present and available is important whether you’re

there for a short period of time or for the long-term.

Maintaining dialogue after the work/project is

finished is also important—sharing ownership, asking

for feedback (and being open to it!), etc. To further

this it is not just a matter of showing up, but being

consistent in your support and presence. Consistency

allows a community to become comfortable

together on their own terms, and this is something

that cannot be rushed. An example from UHA was

consistently hosting Maker Nights as an informal safe

space for folks to gather and make together. When

UHA has visiting artists, they join in these sessions

and it breaks down a hierarchy that might be felt

through more formal programming, allowing

community members and artists to share their

creative practices in a way that is conversational and

easy going.



What does a safe space look like?

How do we make people comfortable to have

conversations they may not have thought

through/are ready to have?

How do we get to the sites/places to create

meaningful dialogue?

What does it mean to utilize existing institutional

structures/spaces? What does it mean to resist

them? What does it mean to find alternative

spaces? How can each of these instances create

positive results/negative results/unknown results

(that will then be reflected upon and responded

to)?

What are the restrictions and opportunities of

working outside a recognized artist space?

How does one respectfully and responsibly

engage in these spaces so there is mutual

exchange with all participants?

Sites and Spaces/Places
        This conversation leads to even bigger questions

concerning how we create safer spaces/work focused

on harm-reduction? Food for example can be a

powerful means of bringing people together and

creating equalization. Conversations over a shared

meal are less formal and less hierarchical. 

        When we attempt to facilitate conversation it has

to be a two-way street. Simply mining a community

for their feedback, stories and ideas is not

collaboration. If an artist (or arts organization) is

approaching a community to gather information they

should consider what they are giving as well as

receiving. 

        Art spaces can be intentional alternative spaces,

particularly those that disrupt institutional models

(museums, universities, etc). There is power in

bringing art to the spaces that communities already

feel comfortable in: legions, rec centres, parks, etc.

These spaces do come with restrictions, as you have

to follow their rules and protocols. There can also be

risks to artists who want to work with institutions to

bring art outside of the institutional space or question

it. Furthering this is reflecting how we can work with

such spaces in supportive manners to ensure

respectful relationships between artist and

organization are achieved. 

        Safe(r) Spaces and Brave Spaces function with

the understanding that folks who hold marginalized

identities, entering a white/cis/settler/privileged

environment hold risk. Setting ground rules and

establishing safer spaces isn’t about making sure

that everyone is comfortable, it’s about creating

room for discomfort through safety. 



Community
Engagement

What does community engagement in the arts

look like?

How is community engagement (and art for that

matter) storytelling? How is it exchanged? How is

it a conversation?

How is community engagement knowledge

sharing? community building? conversation

starting? building individual truths?

understanding of place? etc.

Is what artists do inherently related to

community engagement (how is it the same?

How is it different?)?

What would non-community engaged art look

like?

What happens when community engaged

opportunities don’t work out? Is it a heavier effect

on the individual then when solitary

opportunities falter? 

        Failure will happen when working with

communities (in our discussion we talked about how

retreating back to personal-oriented art making can

centre us and help us heal when we have failed). We

must be open to failure, to letting people down, and

to learning from our mistakes. Fail, fail again, fail
better. 

        Community arts is a process, a dialogue, an

ongoing relationship that is bound to succeed in

some ways and fail in others. As a facilitator, taking

things slow and feeling out opportunities for

meaningful programming will always be a safer

path when considering community relations.

“Failed” programming is typically a result of

miscommunication - either in developing the

program, making assumptions, or in the way that it

is shared / made accessible. Like building

community, collaboration must be treated with

care and joint agency in order to be mutually

beneficial. It’s difficult to describe but can be

compared to any relationship—all sides must feel

heard, especially following “failure” as that is where

real growth happens.



Isolation and Social
Distancing

How do we reach out during a time of

isolation/social distancing in a way that is

meaningful?

What does community engagement look like in

a time of social distancing and isolation?

What does it mean to work slowly? To work

through steps? To collaborate with others and

participate in a discussion?

       There is a lot of digital noise right now, but folks

are also receptive to more online engagement. This

gives us an opportunity to really reflect on making

programming accessible and acknowledge both

the value and the barriers of in-person arts events

and projects. When going digital, whether the

reason is beyond our control or by choice, there is a

need to move slowly: especially when participating

in communities—asking who this content is for,

what this content is intended to do and how it can

be experienced effectively in socially distanced

manners, how you are sharing this to ensure it

benefits all participants, and should/can this be

moved to a socially distanced experience. There are

many digital tools, but we can also reflect on 

finding the right digital tool for the people that you

are trying to reach (maybe instagram isn’t the best

option for older populations? What about rural

communities with limited internet speed and

access?).

Instagram live (streaming)

Instagram group messaging (for smaller

gatherings/focused discussion)

Instagram shared accounts/ insta takeovers

Canva (creating posters, brochures, etc.)

Mailchimp (email blasts)

Facebook live (streaming)

Facebook events page

Facebook messenger (conversation/groups)

Zoom (conversation/groups)

Skype (conversation/groups)

Discord (conversation/groups)

Local community TV channels (Rogers - online

submission for Corner Brook)

Local CBC Radio has a call in for community

events

The kids are into TikTok these days

Podcasts

Snapchat

Is public access TV still a thing?

Cloud platforms - dropbox, google drive, etc. (for

file sharing and collaborative writing/documents)

Facetime

Tools for virtual/distance engagement:



Socially Engaged Art
Practices

What is a social engaged public practice?

What does it mean to de-centre the artist in a

socially engaged public practice? (thinking

through participation and collaboration)

What is the responsibility of the artist when you

put your work outside the existing institution/in

the community?

What is the relationship between solitary and

community engagement (how do they support

one another/create distance between each

other)?

How do artists work through the responsibility of

thinking about presenting work to community

members who may or may not have been

trained in contemporary art?

What does ‘good’ community engaged art look

like?

        During our discussion we spoke about socially

engaged art practices as a subcategory within

community engagement in the arts. To participate

in a socially engaged practices, the artist is

participating in a social context where the

responsibility of the artists moves beyond their

immediate space. The artist is responsible for what

participation and collaboration looks like, what they 

are asking of others, how ownership works, what is

being returned to the collaborators for their

participation, etc. Thinking back to community

building, a lot of the same protocols and priorities

can be applied here, mainly, transparency,

communication, and collaborative leadership. In

this sense, reflection upon hierarchy and how the

artists engages with the community in which they

are collaborating with is important to pause upon

to ensure openness and safety can be achieved.

One aspect that can begin deconstructing

hierarchies in this manner is the way we think

about de-centreing the artist. This can begin with

thinking about those you are engaging with as

collaborators opposed to those that are being

‘employed’ to participate. Through transparency of

intent and openness in dialogue, ‘good’ community

art can be achieved (that prioritizes the community

and develops ethics and protocols for how

collaborators are engaged with and how the

artwork/research is shared).



Ethics and Protocols
How do we identify our own responsibilities in

socially engaged/community engaged art

practices/events?  

What is the role of responsibilities, reflection, and

responses when thinking about previous, current,

and future community based initiatives?

What is the artist’s role in community

engaged/socially engaged practices? How is it

troubling/how is it beneficial/how is it

challenging?

What does it mean to make ‘drive-by-art’? How

do we learn from mistakes?

How do we value and take responsibility for the

reciprocal nature of community engaged

opportunities?

How is caring for and about something reflective

in community based initiatives/socially engaged

practices?

How do we think about ownership in

community based/socially engaged practices?

How do we develop protocols for working

through socially engaged

practices/collaboration? What are such

protocols?

        A lot of these questions come back to the idea

of care and relationships. When we see relationships

as purely transactional, we are bound to make

mistakes and take people for granted.

Gleaning/gathering from a community really isn’t

good enough as that is very one-sided. 

         What about money? As an artist, how do you

deal with getting paid an artist fee or a grant when

working in community? Artists often use

communities as free labour, but if we move a project

forward in true collaboration, ownership and money

are shared. 

         Are arts organizations using communities/artists

for social capital? Canada Council’s new funding

model and their applications are pushing

organizations to work with folks from marginalized

communities, but this often looks like “ticking boxes”.

How do you avoid simply “ticking a box”? Does that

look like more diversity on your board and in your

staff? Is this letting community projects and socially

engaged art practices change your organization? This

can be worked towards by humanizing contracts

and policies: doing things like providing childcare,

having robust anti-oppression strategies, working in

wheelchair accessible spaces, making space for

neurodiversity, hosting closed-space events...lots of

things!

         At Eyelevel, the organization often asks if we

should approach an artist to be included in a project

or if approaching them at all is tokenizing. It’s

perhaps a risky way of doing things, but it is 



preferable to let the artist decide whether or not

they’re being tokenized than never ask them at all. It

is ok to hear “no” and understand that with every

mistake there is room to learn a little more about

how to get projects right from the start, rather than

getting better at damage-control.  

        It is important to remember there are existing

protocols when working through socially engaged

art practices where community interactions are a

part of your research. There are resources available

to help guide artists/researchers through these

protocols in order to ensure the artist/researcher has

taken full responsibility in communicating to all

participants about their involvement, the benefits,

the risks, intention of research, etc. (transparency

and clear communication is key!). Additional

resources for informed consent can be found here:

https://www.mun.ca/research/ethics/humans/icehr/i

nformed-consent/

Exhaustion and Self-Care
How may community engaged artists/participants

become exhausted?

What is the role of exhaustion? How do we reflect

and respond to exhaustion (create systems of

support)?

How does a feeling of helplessness play into

community engaged opportunities? What does it

mean to feel helpless? Where do we find support

and allies through this?

How do we stop to care for ourselves when

constantly putting ourselves into vulnerable

positions in the world?

What do we owe to ourselves?

        How do the arts have power to build community,

particularly when the acts of building can be mentally

and physically exhausting? We delved into the private

and public world of art making. Private/personal

artwork can be a means of self-care, while creating art

in collaboration with a specific community carries

accountability and responsibility—a caring for and

about those participating. For those who are running

arts organizations, there is a need to think about the

public side of art making and how organizations offer

opportunities of support—if we’re not thinking about

community engagement and caring for and

developing our communities when

presenting/exhibiting art, what are we doing?



Thank you for participating in this existing and

dynamic discourse surrounding community

engagement in the arts. Please don’t hesitate

to contact us with any

questions/thoughts/ideas/concerns you may have!

 

 

 

 

Andrew Testa - atesta@grenfell.mun.ca

Jane Walker - janevivianwalker@gmail.com

Melissa Tremblett - melissa_tremblett@hotmail.com

Robyn Anderson - rpanderson@grenfell.mun.ca

Sally Wo;chyn-Raab - director@eyelevel.art

 

 

The organizers of this event would like to extend
their thanks to Grenfell Campus - Memorial

University, Scholarship in the Arts, The Rotary Arts
Centre, and the participants for all their support. 

Notes


